


characteristic of a flat tuning-fork filter at
its basic mode. whose quality factor is 2360. It

was easy to assemble these filters into tuning-
bar or -fork oscillators.

Figure 3 shows the insertion loss frequency

characteristic of another tuning-bar filter. The

resonance frequency of the fundamental bending

mod.e at L.9'l,7kHz is approximately equal to the

theoretical one, and the resonance frequency

ratios of over-tones to the fundamental Br€ rr,'€11

consistent rvith the theoretical ones. The funda-

rrrental- bending mode of the sample shown in Fig.l
was observed at L76.Bttz

A piezoelectric microphone was composed of
10-20pm ZnO film sputtered. on 3-10pm Ti membrane

wnose tension is impressed by the r,rethod used for
a standard condenser microphone. The pressure

response was measured through an FET buffer and a

microphone amplifier in order to compare with an

electret condenser microphone. The pressure

sensitivity was approximately -9OdB (OdB=lV/lUbar)

at frequency range lower than l0kHz where the Ti-
ZnO membrane resonated, and therefore it can not

afford to be used practically at present.

25・ 0

FREQUENCY(kHz)
Eig.2 The inserti.on loss frequency
characteristic of a flat tuning-fork
filter. The source impedance is 900
and the load is 10k0.

FREQUENCV (kHz)
Fig.3 The insertl-on loss frequency
characteristlc of a bending mode
filter. The numbers at the peaks
show the overtones. The source ls
900 and the Load is 10k0.
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54 Electromechanical coupling coefficient k

mechanical coupling coefficient kr, , a 29pm thich
film was grown on a 3pm Ti membrane and the

electrical admittance near the resonance frequencv

of the length expander mode was measured (Fig。 4)。
   Fig。 4 The re■『[11lPY緊 :I型tl:lLive :

The resonance and antiresonance frequencies are     admittance and frequency near the
fundamental resonance of the length―

determined by the aid of phase measurement.  From  expander mode in a composite of 29■ m
thick ZnO and 311m thick T■ .

these va■ ues′  k31( =d31/′ゾ宅135[1 )Of the znO― Ti complex bar can be estimated as

O.■ 9±0。 0■ .  The measured va■ ue is cOnsistent with the va■ ue O。 182 for ZnO sing■ e

crysta■ 8′ 9′
   and is situated between k31〓 0・ 34 for PZT-5 and ■31=°・12 for CdS

which are materials of the same symmetry.
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